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I~TFLECTOR IN SHORT STR~IGHT 

INTRODUCTION 

Report EL/Tl-1/17 gives the reasons for investigating this inflection system, 

in ~lhich, with the NINA magnet lattice and focussing order, the beam enters the 

synchrotron in a long straight and passes through the stray field of a D-magnet 

before reaching the inflector centred on the middle of a short straight (Figure 1). 

This report summarises the effect of the stray field on the beam. 

Report EL/Tl-1/18 gives the distribution of apertures and inflection parameters 

for electron a.nd positron beams with and withour bunching. 
From this >te take 

the maximum radial and vertical acceptances of the synchrotron to be 23 x 10-
6 

mrad, 

(2.3 em mrad) and the maximum momentum deviations in the injected beam to be 

:!: 1.6~;6. 
An initial calculation showed that a particle with momentum deviation of 

- 1.6~;6 starting on its displaced equilibrium orbit in the synchrotron would have, 

working backwards, a displacement of just under 20 em at the end of the long 

straight after passing through an inflector of angle 20 mrad (for a particle with 

synchronous momentum) and through the D stray field. 
This is around the clearance 

of the F magnet we require and >le therefore consider an angle of 20 mrad. 

The problem is essentially to trace particle paths through the D stray field. 

The method used is to assume an ideal beam transport and momentum matching system. 

\'ie can then take ideal paths leaving the inflector and trace them backwards through 

the Lnflector and D stray field. 
A Mercury Autocode programme has been written 

which analyses both the radial a.nd vertical motion through the D stray field. 

METHOD AND DETAIIS OF CALCUlATION 

Radial Hotion 

Consider a particle of momentum p entering a magnet physically similar to the 

ideal synchrotron magnet but with a uniform field B, with initial radial deviation 

and angular deviation A and .:4 relative to the ideal orbit (Figure 2). 
The particle 

will describe a.n arc of a circle, radius 
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Bo E 
f' = ro-; Po 

where B is the field required to move a. po.rtic-le of ~;p .. chY"onons !ilOrnP.ntum p 
0 . 0 

on the ideal path, radius p • 
' 0 

With 0 as the origin of an J..'Y co-ordinato syst,.m, 

the centre of the circle radius 1-a will be P(X , Y ) >rhere 0 0 

X = (Jl + A) - /cos ,,;. 
0 ; 0 

y 
0 

= {sin ::-<. 

' 
Relative to 0 the equation of the circle will be 

2 2 
(x - X ) + (y _ y ) 

0 0 

2 
= l 

which, substituting vrith polar co-ordinates r, Q gives 

r(e) = x cos e + Y sin e + /"'cos ¢ (e) 
0 0 ' 

>rhere .~ Y case - X sine ) 
¢ (9) 

. -1 ; 0 0 \. 
= Slll ) "' ~ ' . ~~ r ._., 

¢(6) is th" ~.ngula>' deviation of the path from the ideal path at a.'lgle. e. 

( 1) 

(2) 

(1) and (2) thus enable us to find the radial deviation and <U1gular deviations of 

the path from the ideal orbit at angle e, or more important in this '"'"'"'· ~n·>'Jle uc 

to calculate e and ¢(e) when the radial displacement has reached a certain value. 

This is the basis of the radial path tracing. 

The magnet media.'l plane of the D is divided into arc strips of small width 

(Figure 3), inside which the vertical field (i.e. ':;he field normal to the plane) 

B is assumed uniform and equal to the mean field across the width. 
z 

The initial 

displacement and ~'lgular displacement of a path at the beginning of the D are 

calculated (for determination of these see below) and the strip in which the 

displacement lies is found. The instantaneous/ and thus X
0 

and Y0 are 

calculated and the step in e, ii8, needed to bri11g the path to the edge of the strip 

is determined by a reiteration process. The displacement of the edge of the 

strip and ¢(Ae) then become A and C'( fer the next strip. 

it.e = e , the angle subtended by the magnet. 
m 

2. 

This is continued until 
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This final matrix is analysed to give the effect of the stray field on the vertical 

motion about the particular radial path. It is apparent that the vertical motion 

will vary with radial path. Tnis is one of the effects we are investigating. 

CALCULATION OF INITIAL RADin DEVIATIONS AT ENTRANCE TO D 

Phase space contributions 

The betatron oscillation amplitude functions, the ;3 functions, for the radial 

and vertical directions give the orientations and shapes of the acceptance eLli.p!'!es 

at any point in the magnet lattice. The sizes of the ellipses are of course 

dependent on the acceptances. The eliipses at any point transform themselves 

into the ellipses a.t mty oth.8r I):') tnt on ·:n,c,v.ins tvwa:rc1s that point. 

Hoving in the direction of the reversed benm, the ellipses at the end of the 

F magnet previous to the inflector (Figllre 1) transform themsel.•r<"s, j_n th<" TJ."""'"l 

case, to those at the begi..'lning of the D by traversing the short straight. \·le 

require to see the effect the inflector has on these ellipses. 

l>fe deal here only with partic:les 1<Jith synchronous momentum. The radial 

transfer matrix for an inflector with unifo~ vertical magnetic field is 

. . 1 ~~ ~ 
J ;; • 

'\. cos ¢ ~ sin ¢ I " ~- cos ¢ /:>sin ¢ 1 

¢ - 1 ¢ = :;, 
- ;: sin ¢ cos ¢ I - -; sin ¢ cos ¢ I ,;J; 

~..r. ~·~~ ~ "' 
:- ... ' f I --· - -

where {. is the length of the inflector and/;; is the radius of curvature of the paths 

in the inflector. ¢ is then the inflector angle. This matrix gives the oscilla-

tiona about the path of a particle which started on the equilibrilli~ orbit. 

If¢is 

- fl/ which 

small, so that cos ¢ ::;:: 1 and sin ¢.·:!'¢, the matrix becomes (neglecti..'lg 

is also small) 

11 
I o 
i-

-' i 
e I 

' 1 l 
1 --

This is the transfer matrix for a length eof straight. Thus the inflector, 

apart from deviating all the particles by the deviations produced on the central 

path, acts exactly like the free space it has replaced. The radial phase ellipse 

4. 
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" 
at the beginning of tho D will the1s be thG 01nmal nnA buc ""-"" o.::.:: CP.atr<> shifted 

Tb.u cer .. :tre of ths ::;:t:::u::c ellipse foJ.." partic:t·,:!b with n::r':l.chronous 
in phase space. 

momentum at the begJ_·:·.nll'.g of the inflector 1;ould be defir-.ed by the synchrotron 

In this case the centre of the elli.pBo st th3 D would be defined only by 
orbit. 

the ileviations produced "n t:l'O> cenUal path at the D by the inflector. 

For a particle with neil-synchronous momentum the centre of the phase ellipse 

prior to the inflector would be defined by the deviations of its Qisplaced 

equilibri~ orbit at that point. 
The centre of the eilipsc. at th~ D wO.ll then 

be d-efined by the sum of tlte deviations produced by t:1e :i.nflector and of the 

deviations of the displaced orbi'G, at the D. 

Inflector contribution~ 

If the inflector, length .{ , moves particles with synchronous momentum on 

paths of radius f , such a parcicle -,!hich started on the b-ynchrotron orbit ~Jill 
leave the inflector and a:c.;:-ive at the D with a:~ a:.•g"ll'C.r deviation cf ;f... = ( / f . 
If (};.is small the deviation of the path at the end of the inflector uill be 

":{. f/2, and if the infl<ec-':·~-" i.> centred em the mC.<l<'lJ.·:> of the r;hort straight the 

deviation at the D will be K L/2 where L is the length of the short straight. 

Thus the centre of the radial phase ellipse at the D for particles with synchronous 

momentum will be defined by 

r = .;(L/2 = o.o;>. • 50 = 1 em 

r' = ~ = 20 rnrad. 

The effect cf the inflector is momentum dependent. 
The deviations produced 

at the D on the central path of the phase ellipse for particles of momentum p will 

be given by Po ( !E 1 
r1 = -r :~ r '\ 1 - p 0 \ p = p +Ap (3) 

p t / 
0 

r1 
Po c ~ ·, (4) 

= - r' ~ r' 11 - { 
p Po ) 

5. 
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Displaced equilj.bdnm orbit cc·E'::··~::>'r~ 

The displaced e'.Ft~·-lil:.::-ium orbii; .::<· .. 2. particl::- v::..tr uc;mtn·i_:;..~.m 9 ::..t the D 

is defined by 

r2 

r2 = 

1 -~"3 '"-r/r> ·.;a ... ~ . ·- (j 

- 3.43 D-p/p mrad 
0 

~·l.~.e:ce #- r ::-:: """ -- -. ...., . r r 0 

.:!-~/~.i is expressed . u 
as a percsntage 

(5) 

. (6) 

The illitial radial dispJ..ac.ements 0perated on by the programrae are then 

calculated as follows: 

1. For a series of value:; n:? l;,p/p il- the range - 1.6576{. ,';p/r < + 1.6556 0 0 .... 

the c~ntral displacements ,);: ·chc phase ellipec ,,:;. t'•e D are c2.~culated :"rom (3), 

(4), (5) and (6) 

r 
0 

r' 
0 

= 

)"_, 

r' 1 

+ r2 

+ r' 2 

2. A number of points on the radial phase ellipse at the D are sel~cted. These 

are shown in Figure 4. 
(The deviations shc,m are those relative to the central 

path.) 
For each value of Lip/p , the da·vi-oi;ior.s of each of these points are added 

0 

to r and r'. 
0 0 

This gives D. series of initial di.splacements for each vaJ.ue of 

6.p/po. 

RESULTS 

Radial Motion 

Figure 5 gives the displacements, coming out of the D, of the centres of the 

radial phase ellipses for various momenta. 

The graph of r against ~p/p is a straight line up to 4p/p = + 0.5%. 
0 0 0 

Above this the deviation is small (at A;p/p = +1.65% the deviation from the 
0 

6. 
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straight line is+ 0.125 em). \lith .~~p_lp as a percentae;e: 
0 

r = 9.595 + 1.175 Ap/p 
0 0 

em (7) 

The plot of r' against ,Ap/p is a gentle cur"·e. If ~ straight line is 
0 0 

taken beh1een C..p/p = :': 1.65% the maximum error is +1.0::' :!lrad at 4p/p = +0.2,5',6. 
0 0 

\hth this arrangement 

r' 
0 

= 40.450 + 3.667 A-p/p
0 

mrad (8) 

Thus a linear momentum dispersion system in the beam t~ansport would be 

adequate. However, from (8) and (9) the radial width of the beam at the F due 

to momentum spread:': 1.65% would be 8.22 em (19.70- 27.92 em). 

Passage through the D stray field does not destroy the <-lliptical distribution 

in phase space but makes the shap9 of the ellipse leaving the D strongly momentum 

dependent (see Figures 6, 7 for the extreme cases). The ellipses become more 

elongated with increase in momentum. There is also a tendency for particles 

which started on the surface of the original ellipse at the beginning of the D 

to accumulate at the extremes of the ellipses leavL~g the D. 

Approximate parameters may be assigned to the ellipses leaving the D. If 

it was arranged that the incoming beam at the D should have those corresponding 

to the ellipse .11 p/p = 0, the emittance vJould have to be increased to 3.64 em 
0 

mrad to include all the ellipses- 1.65< Ap/p $ 1.6,5'/o. 
' 0 

However, computation 

of the common areas of the ellipses relative to that for ~p/p = 0 showed that 0 

if the emittance were kept at 2.3 cm.mrad, 93% of the beam coming within A = 2.3, 

Ap/p = :': 1.65% would be accepted (see Figure 8). 
0 

This may be reduced by 

a factor arising from the movement round the ellipse mentioned above. 

The parameters of the ellipse <!lp/p = 0 are (in the direction of the 
0 

reversed beam) 

';f = 7.775 

~ = -1.655 

mrad/cm 

{'> = 0.478 cm/mrad. 

Using the methods developed in EL/TM/14 this ellipse transformed back to the 

F magnet would have 
!J= 2.513 cm/mrad 

7-
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and the maximum radial extent would bP- (2.3 • 2.5'13) 2 = 2,40 em. 'Ihus at the F 

the minimum clearance of synchrotron orbit ••auld be 17.30 em aml the ·cadial extent 

of the beam 13.02 em. 

Vertical Motion 

The vertical transfer matrix was calculated for each radial pa',;h above. 

Using these and the parameters of the vertical ellipse at the entrru1ce to the D, 

the parameters of each vertical ellipse at the exit to the D could be calculated. 

For each. momentum considered this gave 23 different sets of parameters, posing 

a problem for analysis. 

This was approached as follows. Taking the vertical ellipse for the central 

path Ap/p = 0 as the standard: 
0 

1. the areas of the vertical ellipses for the -:oentral paths -1,65,;:; ,O.p/p i. 
. 0 -

+1.65'~ common with the standard were calculated. 

2, For each momentum the areas of the 22 vertiGaJ. ellipses corresponding to the 

original points on the radial ellipse common >~ith the standard were oa~culated 

and their mean value taken. 

The results are shovm in Figure 9. The mean common area oYer th~ r:nol!l.entum 

range in the central path calculation is 69%, that for the other cas'J 67'~. 

Thus it may be said that the vertical accoptomce '.>lill be constant acro..,s t:,.o radial 

phase ellipse, and that if we define the vertical ellipse, at the D, cf the incoming 

beam as the standard above, 68% of the baam >~it~ vertical emittance A = 2.3 cm.mrad 

will be accepted. 

The parameters of the standard ellipse at the D are (in the direction of 

tha reversed beam) 

'¥= 
o( = 

/J= 

16.557 mrad/cm 

4.3318 

1,19375 cm/mrad. 

Thus there will be a cross-over at a distance 

L 
IJI.. 4.3318 

= ~ = 1.6557 = 2.62 m. 

beyond the D, i.e. 0,88 m before the F. 

in both directions. 

The beam at the F will thus be divergL~ 

8. 
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INFLECTOR IN lONG STRAIGHT 

We calculate here the requirements of co.n infl.octor in the long straight 

which will give a clearance of the synchrotron orbit at the. begin;1ing of the 

F comparable to that obtained above with the inflector, inflection a_~gle 20 mrad, 

in the short straight. 

\1e ta_l<:e the minimum distance of the inflector from the D to be 50 em. In 

the direction of the,reversed beam the displaced equilibrium orbits are divergent 

in the long straight • At the F 

~ = 1.9694 em I 1% 

'X• = 2.17 mrad I 1~~. 

Then clearance of the central path of the radial ellipse Ap/p = •. 1,65% 
() 

at the F will be 

r = ""'-
\ < 300 
( 

"I 

.f/2 \ 
•J 

1 E + 1.9691+ 
Po 

4:~ 
Po 

em 

>there "'-. is the inflector angle (rad), {the inflector lengt'> (c.,) a~.,,_ !l·.,/;;0 

a I'ercentage. \hth an inflector length of 1m this becomes 

r = 255 ¥- - 3. 25 • 

Now in the other in~lector system this cleara~ce would be 19,70 em, 

Thus for the same cleara_~ce we require 

We take = 100 mrad. 

c( = 19.70 + 3.25 
255 

= 0.09 rad. 

At the e!ld of the inflector 

~ x = 1,5353 cm/1% 

Pr = 0,721 cm/mrad. 

Thus good radial aperture required is 

9. 
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0,1 • 50 .1. a = + 1.5353 • 1.65 + (0.721 • 2.3) 2 
1.0165 

= + 8.725 em 
-

At the end of the inflector /~v = 

but at the beginning J3v = 

Thus vertical aperture required is 

.1. 
b = (1,22 X 2,3) 2 

= :: 1,69 em 

0,8681 cm/mrad 

1 • 220 em/ mrad. 

At the F, displacement of central path 

Apjpo = -1.65'fo is 22.25 em 

displacement of central path 

4p/po = +1.65% is 27.86 em. 

Pr 1.4290 ern so mr=~x:i.murn ra.dir-:tl_ .;..rlent o£ b~:=tl"'~ r.l\:z.o to h<=>t-~-~J...-on. ::)c-:'!:ill ;o:,ti.o::ru:: 

1 

is (2,3 x 1,429)2 = 1,82 em. 

Thus minimum clearance >Tould be 20.43 em with the radial extent of 'the beam 

9.25 em. 

~r = 4,0 mrad/cm. !1aximum divergence due to betatron oscillaticns is 

~ (2,3 X 4.0) = 3.15 mrad. Taus divergence of beam at the F is :: 6.73 mrad 

(! 3.58 from momentum spread, neglectL~g momentum dependent effect of the 

inflect or). 

For the vertical motion at the F l)t (:ln. the direction of the reversed beam) v 

is +0.7716 and r = 0,4 rad/m. Thus there will be a cross-over at a distance 

L = ~ 
/(-

0.7716 
0.4= 1.93 metres, 

' 

beyond the beginning of the F, At this point the perpendicular distance of the 

centre of the beam to the continuation of the SY'1chrotron orbit in the long 

straight would be 44.3 em, which together with the curvature of the magnet 

would give a clearance of over 50 em over the synchrotron orbit in the F. 

(This neglects any cur\-a. ture arising from the stray f:i.eJ.d of the F. ) 

10. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is apparent from the forego~ that the system with the inflector in the 

short straight has only one advantage, that pointed out in EL/~/17, i.e, that 

the tolerances on the inflector switch-off do not need to be as tight as in the 

other system. The drawbacks of the short straight inflection are: 

1) the decrease in acceptance due to passage through the D stray field 

2) the difficulty of obtaining an inflector with a sufficiently good field 

when its transverse dimensions are comparable to its length 

3) the extreme widtll and aperture$ required for beam equipment. along the 

incoming beam. 

11. 
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Radial Range (em) 

-4.8 to 4.8 
4.8 to 5.6 
5.6 to 5.9 
5.9 to 6.275 
6.275 to 6.8 
6.8 to 7.5 
7.5 t9 8.0 
8.0 to 9.0 
9.0 to 11.0 

11.0 to 12.0 
12.0 to 12.5 
12.5 to 14.0 
14.0 to 14.675 
14.675 to 15.7 
15.7 to 17.5 

TABLE I --·-

(%/em) n 

-2.292 - 47.61 
-2.50 - 51.93 
-2.67 - 55.4o 
-3.20 - 66.48 
-3.714 - 77.14 
-4.50 - 93.48 
-5.90 -122.60 
-6.95 -144.40 
-7.60 -157.90 
-6.80 -141.30 
-6.30 -130.80 
-5.234 -108.70 
-4.444 - 92.32 
-3.806 - ?9.05 
-3.028 - 62.90 
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